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The Mali Kingdom (13th-15th centuries) and Songhai Kingdom
(15th-16th centuries) in Mali
Origins. How did the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms
originate? The Kingdom of Mali ruled supreme in West Africa
during the 13th through 15th centuries. The Kingdom of Songhai
rose in the 9th century, was conquered by Mali in the 14th century,
and then reached its peak in the 15th and 16th centuries. Both West
African kingdoms controlled most of the land between the Atlantic
Ocean in the west and the middle Niger River region in the east.
Their strategy was to monopolize trans-Saharan trade by ruling the
southern termini of trade routes and thus the cities located in the
West African Sahel, the edge of the Sahara Desert. Both kingdoms
gained hegemony over key agricultural regions in the valley and
interior delta of the Niger River and the valley of the Senegal
River, but neither controlled the rainforest areas where gold was
produced. Much had happened earlier in West Africa to set the
stage for the rise of these two medieval kingdoms.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Koppen-Geiger_Map_MLI_present.svg>

Physical Geography of Mali – Sudan (Savanna, Blue), Sahel
(Steppe, Tan), Semi-desert and Desert (Red)
Contemporary historians and linguists group the early
peoples of Africa into five categories – Afroasian, Nilo-Saharan,
Black African, Pygmy, and Khoisan. Mali was populated by
representatives of the first three of those groups. Three Black
African peoples speaking Niger-Congo languages – the Malinke,
Soninke, and Bambara – lived in the upper Niger and Senegal
River valleys in south-central and western Mali, one Nilo-Saharan-
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speaking group, the Songhai, inhabited eastern Mali, and one
nomadic Afroasian-speaking people, the Tuareg, lived in northern
Mail in and around the Sahara Desert. Apart from the Tuaregs,
who were camel-herders, all of the other West African peoples
were farmers, fishermen, and traders.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_African_language_families.svg>

Peoples of Africa Today – Afroasian, Nilo-Saharan, Black African
(Niger-Congo), Khoisan, Indo-European, and Austronesian
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Agricultural systems were developed independently in only
eight or nine places in the world. Two – the Sahelian and West
African rainforest systems – appeared first in Mali, beginning
about 2500 BCE and becoming widespread by the middle of the
second millennium BCE.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Centres_of_origin_and_spread_of_agricultur
e.svg>

The Origins and Spread of Agriculture in Africa
The primary food staples in the Sahelian system were three smallgrained indigenous cereals – pearl millet, sorghum, and fonio. The
Sahelian system also depended on domesticated cattle, sheep, and
goats. West Africa’s second agricultural system arose in the
savanna/forest zone in the southern part of the Sudan region. Food
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energy was supplied by two endemic plants – African rice and
African yams. Two tree crops – palm oil and kola nuts – were also
produced in that system. No animal agriculture was possible,
except the rearing of goats, because of tse-tse fly infestation.
Like ancient Egypt, ancient Mali imported its metallurgical
technology. Although West Africa nearly missed the Bronze Age,
iron was very important there beginning in the middle of the first
millennium BCE. Iron-headed hoes were a great improvement
over stone or wooden hoes, and iron-headed axes allowed
workmen to cut down trees, clear forests for farming, and shape
wood much more efficiently than they could do with stone or
bronze axes. The West African peoples who combined agriculture
and iron metallurgy were able to increase their populations and
territories at the expense of other peoples who were hunters and
gatherers. By the Mali and Songhai era, West Africa had long
been populated by agriculturalists and traders who had supplanted
earlier hunters/gatherers.
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Three confederations of small kingdoms or tribal associations
were put together in Mali in the 9th century CE. In the west on the
middle Senegal River, Fulbe (Fulani) leaders established the
Takrur Kingdom. Their farmers grew millet, sorghum, and cotton
in riverine areas, and their craftswomen made cotton textiles that
they traded to nomadic herders for milk and meat. A second
confederation ruled along the Niger River Valley in the eastern
part of the Mali region. The Songhai people developed a kingdom,
which they called Songhai, around the city of Gao on the Niger
River. The Niger provided irrigation water and fertilizing silt for
agriculture and marine resources for fishing.
The third Sudanic kingdom, Ghana, located in the center, was
the most important. Ghana was founded by Soninke leaders, and
its economic strength was based on control of the region between
the goldfields in the south and the desert routes to the north,
allowing it to tax trans-Saharan trade. Reliance on trade brought
Ghana into close contact with the Berber and Arab merchants who
transacted their commerce across the Sahara Desert.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ghana_empire_map.png>

The Kingdom of Ghana At Its Greatest Territorial Extent, c. 1000
One group of Berbers who lived in the western part of the
Sahara Desert, the Sanhaja, were active in the Saharan trade and
settled in Kumbi, the capital of Ghana. In the 11th century, a
Sanhaja leader, inspired by a puritanical interpretation of Islam,
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established the Almoravid Empire in southern Morocco. The
Almoravids desired to control both ends of the trans-Saharan trade
route that connected Ghana with Morocco. They claimed the
northern entrepôt of Sijilmasa in Morocco in 1054 and then
captured the southern entrepôt of Awdaghost from Ghana in 1055.
In 1076, the Almoravids invaded the rest of Ghana, defeated the
Soninke, and claimed Kumbi. The kingdom of Ghana never
recovered. In 1147, the Almohads, another Islamic revivalist
group, ended Almoravid rule and created a new Moroccan empire
that excluded the region south of the Sahara.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Almoravid_Empire.png>

Almoravid Empire At Its Greatest Territorial Extent, c. 1140
Numerous West African leaders aspired to fill the political
vacuum left by the demise of Ghana, and one extraordinary leader
finally succeeded. Sundiata became king of the Mande peoples in
1230, created a disciplined standing army, and controlled all of
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former Ghana by 1240. Sundiata’s new state came to be called
Mali, meaning where the king lives.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MALI_empire_map.PNG>

The Kingdom of Mali At Its Greatest Territorial Extent, c. 1360
Wealth. In the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms, what were the
main sources of wealth and power – agriculture, foreign trade, and
foreign conquest? The two Sudanic kingdoms existed because of
trans-Saharan trade. Agriculture was a critical supplement to trade
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wealth, mainly because the kingdoms required a rural food surplus
to transfer to the cities and feed the nobility, soldiers, craftsmen,
and itinerant merchants. Provincial officials regularly collected
taxes from farmers, fishermen, and herders. The tax payments
consisted of shares of the harvests or of marketed produce.
Foreign conquest did not provide important sources of wealth for
either Mali or Songhai because both kingdoms incorporated
conquered areas into their regular domains of taxation. Conquest
buttressed trade by providing control over the key trans-Saharan
trade routes.
Trans-Saharan trade formed the basis of the Sudanic
kingdoms in West Africa and the Berber empires in North Africa.
Berber and Arab merchants imported gold, slaves, kola nuts, and
ivory from West Africa. West African merchants imported salt
and dates from the Sahara and textiles and other manufactures
from Europe or North Africa. All trade moved across the Sahara
on camel caravans led by Berber or Arab traders.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Niger_saharan_medieval_trade_routes.PNG>

Trans-Saharan Trade Routes, c. 1400
The main goal for the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms was to
maximize wealth from trade by monopolizing the north-south trade
across the Sahara Desert and the east-west trade on the Niger
River. That objective required control of Timbuktu and Gao, the
key Sahelian entrepôts and Niger River ports. It also meant that
both kingdoms needed to expand to the Atlantic Ocean in the west
and beyond the bend of the Niger River in the east to control trade
routes in the western Sudan that linked the Sahara Desert and the
goldfields.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trans-Saharan_routes_early.svg>

Location of Trans-Saharan Trade Routes and Sources of Gold in
West Africa (Bambuk, Boure, Lobi, and Ashanti) – c. 1500
The Sudanic kingdoms were located in the Sahel, the
southern fringe of the desert. None of the Sudanic states produced
gold or salt, the two main staples of the north-south trade. It thus
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proved most profitable for the Sudanic kingdoms to manage the
trade rather than the production of salt and gold.
Forest peoples living in stateless societies in West Africa
carried out the production of the alluvial gold by hand. Sudanic
states prevented the North African merchants from having access
to the gold-producing areas.
Salt was the critical commodity moving southward on the
trans-Saharan trade routes. Taghaza was the leading producer of
salt in the western Sahara region. Arab or Berber merchants
brought the salt from the Sahara to Timbuktu and Gao. Merchants
from the Sudanic kingdoms moved the salt from the entrepôt cities
to the gold-producing regions.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:African-civilizations-map-pre-colonial.svg>

Principal Kingdoms in West Africa – 10th-16th centuries
Rulers levied substantial taxes – typically one-fifth of the
goods traded – on both foreign and local merchants. In return for
the tax revenues, the rulers provided security, provisions, and route
maintenance to the merchants. The small number of trans-Saharan
trade routes limited smuggling, making trade taxes easy to collect.
The Sudanic kingdoms did not create state monopolies to carry out
trade and instead encouraged private enterprise. The bases of trade
evolved over time – from barter, to commodity currencies
(principally salt), to cowrie shells from India, and eventually to
gold.
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Control. What forms of religious persuasion, political
organization, economic sanction, and military coercion did the
leaders of the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms use to extract wealth
for the elite and maintain imperial power? The rulers in the
Sudanic kingdoms desired to control people, not territory, and so
their territories rarely had precise boundaries. Their secular aims
were to promote, protect, and tax agriculture and trade and to
extract labor and military services for the state. For those
purposes, they maintained effective horse-based cavalries and
armies that helped enforce taxation in the heart of the kingdom and
conquered and policed outlying areas.
By acting as intermediaries between the secular and spiritual
worlds, the kings played important religious as well as political
roles in their societies. A theocratic system, in which the rulers
gained political legitimacy in part through religious responsibilities
and powers, formed the basis of the large Sudanic states.
The spread of Islam was the most significant influence of
trans-Saharan trade in the West African Sudan. Berber and Arab
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merchants first introduced Islam into West Africa in the 10th
century.

Source: Wikimedia Commons available at
< https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Selfreported_muslim_affinity_in_africa.png>

Spread of Islam in Africa –
Along Trans-Saharan Trade Routes into West Africa
All of the kings in Mali and Songhai were at least nominal
Muslims. There were practical as well as spiritual dimensions to
the adoption of Islam by the West African kings. Islamic culture
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reinforced the process of empire building. Islamic governmental
institutions, the adoption of a universal set of laws, and diminished
religious roles of local village leaders facilitated imperial control
over large areas with heterogeneous peoples. Islamic
administration permitted easier collection of taxes, brought bettertrained civil servants, and gradually eliminated religious dissidents.
Merchants embraced Islam because it facilitated commerce.
The new religion allowed widespread contacts with visiting
Islamic traders, introduced Arabic as the language of commerce
(lingua franca), and provided a bond among business people that
ensured enforcement of credit arrangements. Islamic traders also
introduced new techniques of metallurgy. Both Sudanic kingdoms
developed skilled artisans to craft products from locally produced
iron and copper. Islamic universities at Timbuktu and Djenné
became accomplished during the Malian period and were worldclass under Songhai patronage.
Decline. What caused the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms in
Mali to weaken and fall apart? After Mansa Sulayman’s death in
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1360, the Kingdom of Mali entered a period of steady decline.
Leadership crises and dynastic quarrels led to civil strife and
internal weakness. The Mali Kingdom disappeared after it was
finally defeated by Songhai in the late 15th century, although a
much-reduced remnant of the Mande kingdom struggled on.
The Kingdom of Songhai reached the peak of its power in the
first half of the 16th century. Decline set in after religious
controversies and fratricidal struggles precipitated succession
disputes, palace revolutions, and civil wars. That internal erosion
undercut the kingdom’s military strength and made it difficult to
control dissident subject peoples in remote provinces who detested
paying taxes to the Songhai overlords.
Songhai also lost control of the gold trade. Increasing
amounts of West African gold were sent south to the coast to be
exported by the newly-arrived Portuguese, who had established
coastal forts to divert the gold trade. Loss of the monopoly over
the gold trade put economic pressures on the fraying Songhai
Kingdom, because it undercut the state’s primary source of wealth.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SONGHAI_empire_map.PNG>

The Songhai Kingdom At Its Greatest Territorial Extent, c. 1540
In 1591, Sultan al-Mansur of Morocco mounted an
expeditionary force to cross 1,500 miles of the Sahara Desert and
conquer the Songhai Kingdom. Armed with firearms and artillery
that were not yet available in West Africa, the 4,000 Moroccan
invaders easily occupied Timbuktu, Djenné, and Gao. They won
the war but could not govern the conquered people effectively.
The Moroccans could neither re-create the Songhai Kingdom nor
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take control of the gold-producing regions. Their commanders
became parasitic warlords in the main three cities. The oncepowerful western Sudan was reduced to a weakened region of
chronic warfare and rapacious raiding.
Beginning in the 1590s, the trans-Saharan trade went into a
three-century decline. The eventual demise of the trade route was
brought about by four events – the Moroccan invasion of the
Sudan, the shift of gold exports to European maritime trade, the
rise of the Atlantic slave trade, and the decline of the Ottoman
Empire in North Africa – which created instability and decreased
trade at both ends of the trans-Saharan trade routes.
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Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portuguese_discoveries_and_explorationsV2
en.png>

Portuguese Exploration, 1415-1543 – Shifted the Gold Trade from
the Sahara Desert to the Atlantic Coast
Aftermath. After the fall of the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms in
Mali, what local or foreign groups succeeded to power and how
successfully did they wield power and extract wealth? Following
the Moroccan invasion in 1591, Mali began three centuries of
political instability and chronic warfare that ended only with the
unwanted occupation by imperial France in the late 19th century.
Much of the former Songhai Kingdom was in a constant state of
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mutiny against Moroccan rule. Their rulers and army established a
weak military aristocracy (the Arma) that enriched itself through
trade, bribes, or blackmail.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TombouctouPachalik_4.png>

Moroccan Rule of Timbuktu, Djenné, and Gao – 1591-1833
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A new indigenous state arose in Mali in the early 18th
century, based on the city of Segu in the interior delta of the Niger
River. The founding leader was Bambara and non-Muslim. In
1760, the Arma pasha of Timbuktu began paying regular tribute to
Segu. A dissident group of Bambara people emigrated from Segu,
and in 1753 they formed a second Bambara kingdom, Kaarta. The
two Bambara kingdoms fought numerous wars thereafter, and
Segu usually won. Segu and Kaarta survived until the mid-19th
century.
The first half of the 19th century in West Africa was marked
by three Muslim jihads (holy wars), all led by Fulbe (Fulani)
clerics who conquered in the spirit of religious reform and moral
austerity. The first jihad was Uthman dan Fodio’s conquest of
Hausaland to the east of Mali in the early 19th century. Sheikh
Ahmadu Lobbo of Masina, led the second Fulbe jihad, starting in
1818. Ahmadu liberated the region from the Bambara of Segu and
established a cleric-run puritanical Muslim state in 1821. He
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called his new state the Caliphate of Hamdallahi and controlled the
Niger Valley between Djenné and Timbuktu for three decades.
The third Fulbe jihad began in 1848 in the far western part of
the Sudan. Sheikh Umar Tal was a charismatic Muslim cleric from
Futa Toro (Senegal). He conquered the pagan kingdoms of Kaarta
and Segu, overran the Muslim Caliphate of Hamdallahi, and
formed the new Tukolor Kingdom – from the upper Senegal River
Valley to the upper Niger River Valley.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Fula_jihad_states_map_general_c1830.png>

The Fulani Jihad States of West Africa, c. 1830
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In the 1870s, France began an aggressive strategy of
expansion. The French built a new port and administrative center
at Dakar, Senegal, and by 1885 France had constructed the first
railroad in West Africa to link Dakar with St. Louis to the north.
During the scramble for Africa, France’s strategy was to expand
from its base in Senegal eastward through the Niger Basin.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scramble-for-Africa-1880-1913.png>

French Colonialism in Africa (Blue Areas), 1880 and 1913
French leaders proposed to accomplish that goal through
military conquest and an extension of the French railroad from St.
Louis to the upper Niger River Valley. France had to defeat two
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strong African leaders – Ahmadu, the son of Sheikh Umar, and
Samori Toure, the Mande leader– before it could control the West
African Sudan. France then created an integrated colony, French
West Africa, in 1895 with its headquarters in Dakar.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:French_West_Africa_1913_map.png>

French West Africa, 1913
The French government completed a railway to link the
upper Niger River Valley with the port of Dakar in 1906. The
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French colonists had a strong military presence to maintain order,
collect taxes, and restrict political activity. French policy in West
Africa promoted the expansion of cash crops on small farms to
provide incomes for head taxes. France placed limited emphasis
on education, training, or infrastructure other than that needed to
facilitate French administration and the export of cash crops.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Africa_independence_dates.svg>

Independence in Africa, 1960 – Former French Colonies in Yellow
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In 55 years of independence, Mali has had an 8-year
experiment with disastrous socialism, a 23-year-long interlude of
inept military dictatorship, and, since 1991, an era first of
promising democracy and reform and later of political instability.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mali_map.png>

Mali at Independence (1960) – Cities and Rivers
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Modibo Keita, the first president, had a vision that Mali could best
escape poverty through heavy-handed socialism and African unity.
He instituted corrupt one-party rule, declared a socialist state, and
nationalized most assets. In 1968, a group of young military
officers staged a bloodless coup d’état, deposed Keita, and
installed a military government. The new president, Moussa
Traoré, consolidated his command and ran Mali as a strong-armed
military dictator for the following 23 years. In March 1991, the
military killed more than one hundred civilians to suppress a
student-led, anti-government demonstration. Dissident officers,
led by Lieutenant-Colonel Amadou Toumani Touré, arrested
President Traoré and took control of the government.
Mali held a remarkable national conference in July-August
1991. The conference assumed national sovereignty, set up an
interim government, planned a new constitution, discussed the
appropriate role and funding of political parties, and scheduled
national elections with a new electoral code. Open elections took
place in the first half of 1992. Alpha Oumar Konaré and his party,
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the Alliance for Democracy in Mali (ADEMA), were
overwhelming victors. Konaré was re-elected easily in 1997. His
ADEMA party increased its majority in the legislature to more
than 80 percent.
In 2002, Konaré was constitutionally barred from seeking a
third term as president. General Amadou Toumani Touré, the
former head of state during Mali’s transition to democracy, came
out of retirement and was elected president with 64 percent of the
vote. The Touré government’s platform was a continuation of that
of Konaré – a commitment to democracy, economic reform, free
market policies, and regional integration.
Touré was re-elected in 2007 in an election judged free and
fair. But Tuaregs in northern Mali resented the concentration of
political power and economic progress in the southern regions of
the country and demanded greater political decentralization. In
January 2012, ethnic Tuareg militias rebelled. Frustrated with the
government’s handling of the rebellion, parts of Mali’s military
establishment overthrew the Touré government in March. An
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affiliate of the Islamic terrorist group, al-Qaeda, then took
leadership of the rebellion from the Tuaregs and assumed control
of Mali’s three northern regions.
In January 2013, the new government sought international
help, and a French-led military force defeated the rebels and took
control of northern Mali. The United Nations Multidimensional
Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) was created
in July 2013 to replace the French force. Ibrahim Boubacar Keita,
a former prime minister and assembly speaker, won the
presidential election held in August 2013 with 78 percent of the
vote and pledged to re-unify the country after the rebellion, coup,
and insurgency. A peace agreement was signed in 2015, but
jihadist groups continued intermittent attacks on the UN force and
the Malian army in northern and eastern Mali.
Keita was re-elected president in August 2018, but his second
term was plagued by continuing security problems, a fragile
economy, and charges of corruption. In August 2020, Keita was
forced to resign following a military coup. The coup leaders
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installed an interim president, Bah Ndaw, a retired colonel and
former defense minister, and promised to hold elections for a new
government within 18 months.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:MaliWar.svg>

Territories in Mali Controlled by the Malian Army (Red), Islamist
Rebels (Green), and Pro-government Militias (Yellow), 2020
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After a quarter century of democracy, reform, growth, and
rebellion, Mali remains one of the world’s poorest countries and its
social indicators, while improving, are very disappointing. Twofifths of Mali’s people subsist at levels beneath the poverty line,
two-thirds of all adults are illiterate, and life expectancy at birth is
only 59 years. Four-fifths of the labor force still works in
agriculture and fishing, although those activities contribute less
than half of national income. The landlocked country’s population
of about 19.7 million people is increasing at the extremely high
rate of 3 percent per year.
After stagnating during the Modibo Keita period (19601968), Mali’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita (measured
in constant 2010 dollars) grew at the very modest annual average
rate of 1.8 percent under the Moussa Traoré regime (1968-1991).
Per capita income (GDP measured at purchasing power parity in
constant 2017 dollars) then grew at a rate of 1.9 percent per year
between 1992 and 2011, fell annually 2 percent for two years
during the rebellion (2012-2013), and recovered to grow at 2.6
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percent per year between 2013 and 2019. In 2019, the average
annual income earned per person was only $2,424 on a priceadjusted (purchasing power parity) basis, just 14 percent of the
world average and 165th of 189 countries listed by the World Bank.

Source: Wikimedia Commons, available at
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mali_regions_named.png>

Administrative Divisions in Contemporary Mali
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Lessons. What lessons for contemporary powers can be
drawn from the experiences of the Mali and Songhai Kingdoms
and of successor rulers of Mali? The first lesson is a note of
caution. Globalization is both advantageous and risky. The
generation of wealth and power in the medieval Kingdoms of Mali
and Songhai depended heavily on international trade within a
global economy. Both kingdoms taxed their farmers. But most of
their income came from taxing the merchants who transshipped
Saharan Desert salt and West African rainforest gold through the
Sudanic kingdoms. Mali and Songhai thus were fully dependent
on the international political and economic environment.
For centuries, everything went well and trans-Saharan trade
proceeded profitably. But in the 16th century, trans-Saharan trade
went into a three-century decline. Mali was already dead, and
Songhai perished in the wake of the disastrous Moroccan invasion
in 1591. But Songhai would have lost its economic base even if it
could have maintained its independence and kept the kingdom
together. Global conditions changed. Portugal opened trade on the
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Atlantic coast of West Africa and diverted much of the gold
exports southward. The Europeans shifted their attention in Africa
to the horrendous Atlantic slave trade. The Ottoman Empire lost
control of North Africa and the northern termini of the Saharan
trade routes became unstable. Countries have to change to
maintain their competitive edge in a global economy. That lesson
was as true in the 16th century as it is today.
Both Mali and Songhai declined and fell due to a
combination of internal weakness and external invasion. In both
instances, the internal weakness was caused by fratricidal struggles
over succession to rule the kingdom. Palace competition distracted
officials from governing and taxing, and it turned the focus of the
military from enforcing imperial hegemony to fighting civil wars.
As in many other early kingdoms and empires, succession
struggles debilitated the internal strength of the Malian and
Songhai Kingdoms and made them vulnerable to external attack.
For Mali, the enemy was near at hand. The Songhai
Kingdom, earlier independent and then a vassal state under Mali,
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took over its former ruler in the 15th century. Mali thus lost out to
a revitalized neighbor. Songhai emulated Mali and suffered
succession fights that weakened the kingdom from within.
Lacking strong regional competitors, Songhai fell in the late 16th
century to a shocking invasion from Morocco. The second lesson
from both West African kingdoms is apparent. Defense from
external invasion must be predicated on predictable and peaceful
succession from one ruler to another.
A third lesson evolves from the Moroccan invasion. On the
surface it would seem that the sultan of Morocco was too greedy
when, flush from victory over Portugal, he ordered his force of
4,000 very well-armed troops to cross the Sahara Desert and
conquer Songhai. He assumed that his powerful army could win
the war, rule the region, and control the production of gold. He
was right on the first count and wrong on the two others. The
Moroccan army used their superior firepower – firearms and
cannons not yet known in West Africa – to defeat the Songhai
troops. But the Moroccan invaders never succeeded in ruling
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effectively. Instead, they established a parasitical aristocracy in
the major Sahelian entrepôts and totally destabilized the region.
Nor did they ever gain control over the gold mines in the
rainforest.
The lesson seems to be that a power should never assume that
supreme military capacity will guarantee success in the ruling
aftermath: do not conquer unless your officials can rule effectively
and make the region pay for the initial costs of conquest and the
later costs of rule. However, though the amounts actually
transferred are not known, most reports have the sultan of Morocco
receiving considerable booty from the original conquest of
Songhai. Hence, although his invasion triggered three centuries of
chronic warfare and instability in the West African Sudan, the
greedy sultan could have profited from his trans-Saharan military
adventure.
Mali’s experience since 1960, as an independent country,
provides a fourth lesson applicable to all countries, rich and poor.
Widespread government ownership of economic assets is a recipe
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for disaster, especially in countries with limited capability for
public management. To many African leaders, including Modibo
Keita of Mali, socialism appeared to offer three advantages – anticolonial freedom, poverty alleviation, and political power. It
would free the newly independent country from European (French)
colonial domination and fend off neo-colonialism, provide an
antidote to poverty by shifting assets from foreigners and domestic
elites to fair-minded government officials, and consolidate political
power in the hands of the ruling party that could control the
nationalized state enterprises.
All three premises were faulty. Mali broke free from French
imperialism, but it merely shifted to Soviet domination. Poverty
alleviation is a gradual process that results from effective
development policies, especially for rural areas, not from the
inefficient management of state enterprises. Sustainable political
power comes from the effective delivery of government services
and maintenance of security, not from creating jobs in inefficient
state-owned enterprises. A radical shift to a socialist economic
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policy thus did not guarantee international independence,
economic growth, or political support. Mali had to suffer through
three decades of socialist and military mismanagement before
altering its political direction in 1991.
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